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Note : Attempt all questions. 

 Unit–1

1. (A) Do as di rected : 20+15

(1) ……… book on that shelf is ……… interesting one

about History. (Use Article)

(2) There is …… fly in ……… lemonade. (Use Article)

(3) The rarely ……… a pen, but he ……… one now.

(Fill correct form of verb {use, use})

(4) He ……… in this town since 1964. 

(Correct form of verb ‘live’)

(5) By the time the ambulance ……… the patient

……… . (Fill correct form of verb {arrive, die})

(6) If you learn English you ……… a better job. 

(Fill correct form of verb 'get’)

(7) Will you have ……… more tea ? (Any or some)

(8) Put ……… salt in it, the cook hasn’t put ………. 

(Some or Any)

(9) Its ……… cold, we cannot go out. (Fill Too or Very)

(10) you are quiet old now; you ought to understand

better. (Rewrite using Too or Enough)

(11) ……… you don’t have T.V. at home you must watch

this programe.  (Fill Unless / Even if)

(12) I set samosas only if they are home–made, never

……… . (Fill  If/ Otherwise_)

(13) They ……… gladly accept the offer. (willngness)

(14) “You ……… not go until you tell me the truth” said

the police officer. (threat)

(15) Visitors to the steel plant ……… cross the railing put

round the furnace. (Prohibition)

(16) My wife said, “I’ll answer the phone for you ”. 

(Change the sentence into Indirect Speech) 

(17) “What a grand building!” said Raina. 

(Change into Direct Speech)
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(18) Can you speak “English” ? (Change the voice)

(19) Monalisa was painted by Leonardo. 

(Change the Voice)

(20) Sitting ……… the floor is not very confortable.

(Fill correct Preposition) 

(21) Alcohol is injurious ……… health.  (Fill to/at)

(22) She wrote the letter and enclosed an envelope

addressed to  ………. . 

(Fill correct Relexive Pronoun or self form)

(23) Their friends soon went away and they were left to 

…… . (Fill correct Reflexive pronoun or self form)

(24) Combine the sentence :

(a) Kanchipuram is known for its frescoes.

(b) It is known for its silk sarees.

(25) Open the window. (Change the Voice)

(B) Match the words given in Column A with their

meaning in Column B : 5

(A) (B)

(1) Fatigued Introducing something new

(2) Innovation Without rest

(3) Hectic Tired

(4) Hecatomb Bright

(5) Radiant Great Public sacrifice.

(C) Write the Antonyms of the following words : (any 5) 5

Beauty, Vanish, Rapid, Human, Poverty, Trifle

(D) Write the Antonyms of the following words : (any 5)

Ancient, Custom, Isolation, Divorce, Emphasis. 5

 Unit–2

2. Read the following passage and answer the questions

given below : 5

Necessity is a very good teacher. It has always taught

man to find out new ways and means. It has enabled

him to make new inventions. Many examples can be

given to prove this thing. The early man had no

clothes to wear. He had no house to live in. He had no

fire to cook his food. He wanted to protect himself

from the sun,. cold and rain, so He began to cover his

body with skins of animals. He began to live in caves. 

He discovered fire to cook his food. This necessity

taught him to make one invention to the other. Today

He lives in comfortable houses. He makes beautiful

clothes. He had quick means of transport and

communication.

Questions :

(1) What has necessity taught man ?

(2) How did the early man cover his body ?

(3) Where does he live today ?
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(4) What type of mean of transport and communication

has man today ?

(5) Give a suitable title to the above passage.

 Unit–3

3. Write a para graph on any one of the fol low ing : 10

(a) Indian Art.

(b) Ramayana and Mahabharata.

(c) Fundamental duties and rights.

 Unit–4

4. (A) Write a let ter to your friend in vit ing him/her for

spend ing hol i days at your home. 5

OR

Write a letter to your father informing him about your 

accident.

(B) Write a letter to the registrar for early declaration of

results. 5

OR

Write a letter to the editor of a newspaper telling him

about the problem of noise pollution in your city.

 Unit–5

5. Answer any five of the fol low ing ques tions :

(1) What is meant by the expression ‘Knowledge is

free”?

(2) Define Regionalism.

(3) How many duties are enumerated in the Indian

constitution ?

(4) Which two major festivals were popularized by

Lokmanya Tilak ?

(5) Mention five Vedangas.

(6) What is the significance of Trimurti in Elephanta ?

(7) What  did the Katha Upanishada speak about the

body of man ?
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